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Abstract— autofocusing is one of the key steps in the highresolution SAR imaging. In the paper several important
improvements to the recently developed local-quadratic mapdrift autofocus are proposed. Important SAR image
preprocessing steps applied before the local Doppler rate errors
estimation are described. The weighting scheme for the
evaluation of residual cross-track acceleration components is
developed. It is illustrated that accounting of the local image
contrast leads to better estimation precision. Also it is shown
that the usage of measured real antenna orientation angles
results in more reliable estimation of the local Doppler rate
errors. Performance of the trajectory reconstruction technique is
tested with experimental data obtained with X-band airborne
SAR system.
Keywords—synthetic aperture radar; autofocus; Doppler rate
errors; residual trajectory deviations

I.

INTRODUCTION

The quality of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images
essentially depends on the trajectory measurements performed
by the navigation system [1]-[4]. With the rapid development
of high-resolution imaging systems autofocusing becomes
one of the most important steps of the SAR data processing.
Since in order to obtain well-focused SAR images of the
scene, platform deviations should be known with subwavelength precision, requirements to the applied autofocus
techniques are very strict as well [5]-[6].
Recently a novel approach for the arbitrary phase error
estimation was developed [7]. The method is called localquadratic map-drift autofocus (LQMDA). Its basic idea is
related with the usage of the Doppler rate error estimates on
short-time intervals with subsequent reconstruction of the
residual arbitrary phase error function. It was shown that such
local estimation can be performed via the well-known mapdrift algorithm (MDA) [5], [7]-[8] modified for the case of the
SAR processing on a short-time interval. The proposed
approach can be applied for both stripmap and spotlight modes
and does not require the existence of bright targets on the
scene. This gives several benefits in comparison to the existing
nonparametric techniques [3], [9]-[10]. On the other hand, the
developed method performs the parametric estimation only
within the short-time intervals and proper combining of the
local estimates provides a possibility to retrieve the arbitrary
phase error function.
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In the paper we consider several important practical
improvements to the LQMDA approach. In particular, for
better precision of local Doppler error estimation, several SAR
image preprocessing steps are proposed. The weighting
scheme for the evaluation of the residual cross-track
acceleration from the sequence of the local Doppler rate errors
is introduced. It is shown that in this case the contributions
from image areas with different contrast can be properly
balanced. For the additional improvement of local Doppler
rate errors estimation the measured real antenna orientation
angles are incorporated. As a result, the developed technique
can provide a high-precise reconstruction of the SAR platform
residual deviations. Together with improvements proposed in
the paper, the LQMDA becomes an efficient tool for the
estimation of an arbitrary range-dependent phase errors from
the SAR data and image refocusing.
In Section II, improvements for the SAR processing on a
short-time interval and local Doppler rate estimation are
considered. The ideas of how the high-precise trajectory
reconstruction can be achieved are proposed in Section III. In
particular, the weighting scheme for the processing of rangeblocks for the local trajectory restoration is described. The
main stages of the improved autofocus algorithm and
examples of obtained real SAR images are illustrated in
Section IV.
II.

LOCAL MAP-DRIFT ALGORITHM AND PRECISE
DOPPLER RATE ERROR ESTIMATION

In general, an unknown residual phase error has an
arbitrary nature. According to the developed autofocus
technique, fragments of the phase error function can be
described via local approximations as

 E ( R, t n   )   E ( R, t n )   E ( R, t n )   E ( R, t n ) 2 / 2 .(1)
Here R corresponds to a particular range gate, t n is the
center of the considered short-time interval of duration TS , 
is the time within the short interval.
It can be shown that the value of the local-quadratic phase
E
error  E ( R, t n ) (proportional to the Doppler rate error FDR
)
can be estimated via the application of the local MDA to the
SAR images pair built on the considered short-time interval
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[7]. In order to improve the efficiency of the local estimation,
we propose to use the Dechirp algorithm [3], [11] instead of
recently described range-Doppler algorithm specifically
modified for such SAR processing [7], [12]. In this case the
pair of SAR images can be formed as follows
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where I LDR is the SAR image with narrowed dynamic range,
I blurred is blurred version of the image.
The application of above described preprocessing steps
solves the problem of a strong influence of large-scale objects
and bright artificial targets, which significantly affects on the
cross-correlation results. In this case it is possible to obtain
sharp peaks of resulting cross-correlation functions which
provides a high-precision estimate for the cross-correlation
peak position. As a result, the local Doppler rate errors are
extracted much more precisely.

0

Here wS ( ) is a weighting window, h( ) is a time-domain
reference function. Hence, in such case the images can be
obtained using only single short Fourier transform. At the
next step, the accurately measured linear shift f max between
the images can be used to determine the value of the Doppler
rate error
E
FDR
 2f max / TS .

(3)

A common approach for the shift estimation is the crosscorrelation of the SAR images pair. An important thing is to
ensure a precise estimation of the cross-correlation peak
position. In order to fulfill these requirements we propose to
apply several image preprocessing steps. At first, the images
are recalculated into a logarithmic scale and the dynamic range
is narrowed (Fig. 1).

III.

IMPROVEMENTS OF LOCAL TRAJECTORY DEVIATIONS
RECONSTRUCTION

A. Weighting Scheme for Estimation of Acceleration
Components
Another challenge in SAR imaging from light-weight
platforms is range-dependence of the residual phase error
function. This is especially important in the case of lowaltitude and wide-range-swath SAR systems.
In order to handle the range-dependence of the residual
phase error, the sequence of the estimated Doppler rate errors
E
FDR
( R, t n ) within several range-blocks can be used for the
evaluation of the unknown residual acceleration errors. It was
found that the main contribution to the Doppler rate error is
related with the cross-track acceleration components
aY (t n ), aZ (t n ) [7]. As a result, the following simple
expression for the Doppler rate error at slant range R can be
used
E
FDR
( R, tn ) 

2 y R aY (tn )  Ha Z (tn )
,

R

(5)

where

yR   H tan  sin   cos  R 2  H 2  H tan   , (6)
2

H is a flight altitude,  ,  are the antenna pitch and yaw
angles, respectively.
Based on Doppler rate error (5) calculated for the sequence
of the range blocks, the mean square estimator (MSE) can be
constructed as

MSE (aY (t n ), a Z (t n )) 
Figure 1. SAR images preprocessing steps.

This allows to balance the contributions from bright and dark
image features. At the next step the local centering is
performed. Such operation can be written as

I LC ( X k , Rn )  I LDR ( X k , Rn )  I blurred ( X k , Rn ) , (4)
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where Rm is the central range gate of each range block, and
E
FDR
( Rm , t n ) are the estimated Doppler rate errors.

In contrast to the original estimation scheme [13],
additional weighting coefficients wm (t n ) are introduced.
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Their values correspond to the cross-correlation functions
maxima for each of range block m . The usage of such
weighting allows to provide more reliable and precise local
reconstruction of the residual cross-track acceleration. This
can be achieved because the cross-correlation peak position
can be estimated more accurately within the range-blocks with
higher image contrast.

short-time intervals can lead to the additional bias of the local
E
Doppler rate error FDR
.
Assuming that the average antenna orientation angles are
fixed to zero (     0 ), one can derive a simple expression
for the bias of the Doppler rate error estimate

An example of calculated weighting coefficients wm (t n )
and defocused SAR image is illustrated in Fig. 2. One can
observe the correspondence between the image contrast level
and the value of cross-correlation maxima.

E
(t n R,  n ,  n ) 
FDR

2aY (t n )
*
R


H2
*  H tan  n sin  n  R 2  H 2  cos  n R 2 

cos 2  n


 . (9)
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Here  n ,  n are the values of the antenna pitch and yaw
corresponding to the center of a particular short-time interval.
One can see that the above mentioned bias is a function of the
cross-track acceleration component aY , the slant range R and
flight altitude H as well.
Described Doppler rate error bias (9) has an important
influence and should be accounted at the local phase error
estimation step.
IV.

Figure 2. Cross-correlation maxima and defocused SAR image.

Proposed weighting scheme allows to balance the
contributions from image areas with different contrast and
improve the overall efficiency of the developed autofocusing
technique.

This section contains the description of the main stages of
the improved trajectory reconstruction approach. As usual, we
assume that the conventional SAR processing steps including
the range-compression, the motion compensation based on the
navigation system measurements and range-cell migration
correction (RCMC) are applied to the SAR raw data buffer.
Fig. 3 illustrates the block-scheme of the proposed trajectory
reconstruction method.

The cross-correlation function for each range block m is
calculated as an average of the cross-correlation functions for
all range gates within this block:
m
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Here N RB is the number of range gates in the range block,
RCC ( Rn , X ) is a cross-correlation function for the particular
range gate. As a result, introduced averaging leads to the
speckle noise variance reduction in N RB times.
B. Incorporation of Measured Real Antenna Orientation
Angles
The efficiency of the proposed trajectory reconstruction
algorithm can be additionally improved using the measured
real antenna orientation angles  ,  . Since the light-weight
SAR platforms demonstrate both trajectory deviations and
antenna orientation instabilities, the usage of the fixed
orientation angles for the consequent local estimations on the

RDA

Corrected
Raw Data

Phase error reconstruction

 E ( R, t )

Trajectory restoration

YE (t ), Z E (t )

Figure 3. Block-scheme of developed trajectory reconstruction approach.

At first, SAR image pairs are built on a sequence of shorttime intervals. This is performed using the Dechirp algorithm.
For each short-time interval the developed weighting scheme
is applied for the evaluation of the residual cross-track
acceleration components. The residual trajectory deviations
are reconstructed via double integration of the evaluated
residual acceleration time-series. At the next step the rangedependent phase error function is calculated and properly
compensated in the SAR data. Finally, the corrected SAR data
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can be processed by a conventional SAR focusing algorithm
(range-Doppler algorithm [3] is a good option).
Fig. 4 illustrates an example of real SAR images obtained
with the airborne RIAN-SAR-X system [14] developed and
produced at the Institute of Radio Astronomy of the National
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine.
The left image is a result of the SAR processing based on
the trajectory measurements. Significant defocusing is
observed. The right image is an example of the application of

and allows to considerably improve the efficiency of the
existing SAR systems.
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